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Talking about seating and accommodating people in public auditorium halls, there have been very
few changes over the years. Whether you have been to a game of soccer or visiting an opera, the
seating is made to be comfortable for long hours of continuous seating stretch. The kind of chairs
that are found in the auditorium halls are made to be comfortable for the public at large. However
there is a difference on the type of audience that the chairs will cater to. For football stadiums, the
chairs are made to be strong and durable. Here the audience would have fewer grievances about
the chairs. However when one is visiting the opera he/she needs a comfortable place to rest and
enjoy the act. The auditorium theater seating is designed by keeping in mind the leg space required
and the coziness that the audience would expect.

Theater seating is often found to be made comfortable for patrons who would sit hours. Extra
padding is given with some being very expertly upholstered. In most cases they come with arm rests
and have cup holders to hold your drinks and bottles. In theater seats splendid arrangements are
made to provide an extra degree of comfort such that people like the seating and would want to
spend hours.

In football stadium the seating arrangement is made to be in grandstand type. These are made to
facilitate more number of spectators and boost the capacity of the arena. No such comfortable
facility is generally provided. The bleacher style arrangement of seating provides a significantly
more number of spectators thus allowing more number of spectators to see the action and the
authorities earn more revenue.

Another informal type of theater seating arrangement is that of the bench style. This doesn't even
require cleaning and maintaining. They can be used for rehearsal halls and an informal
arrangement. This is also a kind of portable bleacher setting which helps easy rearrangement of the
athletic or performance space. Even if the bleacher type of theater seating arrangement is not as
comfortable as the posh arrangement they do facilitate the job to be done at the minimum of
troubles.
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